Photo Quiz Column Template

ABOUT THIS COLUMN
The photo quiz submission includes a quality photo with significant education value regarding the diagnosis or next course of action.

THE PHOTO
The photo should highlight a common problem with an interesting presentation, or a key clinical finding specific to a disease that is not to be missed by the clinician. Classic presentations that highlight a diagnostic clue are also welcome.

PATIENT HISTORY
The photo should be followed by the patient’s relevant clinical history, which should be limited to 150 words.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION
The clinical history and photo is followed by a multiple-choice question with a clear answer. This can be regarding diagnosis or treatment plan. Please do not include negative answers, such as “which is not associated.”

DISCUSSION
The case is followed by a discussion regarding the diagnosis as well as the correct answer and why other options are incorrect. The discussion is to be limited to 600 words.

REFERENCES
Include a maximum of 8 references.